
Symphony of Secrets
by Brendan Slocumb
F Slocumb
While authenticating a newly
discovered symphony, Bern
uncovers clues that Delaney may not
have composed his most successful
work, making Bern the target of a
secret organization that will kill.

Vera Wong's Unsolicited
Advice for Murderers
by Jesse Q. Sutanto
F Sutanto
When she discovers a dead man in
the middle of her tea shop, Vera
Wong calls the police, but not before
swiping a flash drive from the body
to set a trap for the killer.

Hollow Beasts
by Alisa Valdes
F Valdes
Game Warden Jodi Luna learns new
recruits in a white supremacist
group deep in the mountains of New
Mexico are kidnapping women of
color to prove their mettle to the
organization's leader.

Murder in Postscript
by Mary Winters
F Winters
After the death of one of her readers,
countess Amelia Amesbury, known
by her pen name Lady Agony, puts
her reputation and life on the line to
catch the killer.
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A Line in the Sand
by Kevin Powers
F Powers
A former interpreter in Iraq who lost
his wife and child in an
assassination attempt discovers a
dead body on the beach in Virginia
and believes it is connected to
his past.

Mrs. Plansky's Revenge
by Spencer Quinn
F Quinn
When she is scammed out of her life
savings, Mrs. Loretta Plansky, a
widow in her 70s, refuses to be a
victim, and following her only clue,
embarks on a whirlwind adventure
to get back her money and dignity.

Death and the Sisters
by Heather Redmond
F Redmond
The night Percy Bysshe Shelley dines
at the home of stepsisters Mary and
Jane, Mary finds a man on the floor
with a knife in his back. The truth
behind the tragedy sparks rivalry
between the sisters.

Cold-Blooded Liar
by Karen Rose
F Rose
San Diego homicide detective Kit
picks up a cold case after a
psychologist treating court-ordered
clients begins receiving plausible
new details of the crime, despite the
patient being a pathological liar.
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Mystery
The Bitter Past
by Bruce Borgos
F Borgos
In Nevada, Sheriff Beck must solve
the murder of a retired FBI agent
linked to a mystery set in the early
nuclear age where an all-but-
forgotten person holds the key to
the deadly events of then and now.

Mastering the Art of
French Murder
by Colleen Cambridge
F Cambridge
Tabitha Knight befriends fellow
American Julia Child, and must clear
both their names when a woman
they both knew is murdered with a
knife from Julia's kitchen.

Play the Fool
by Lina Chern
F Chern
Katie, a tarot card reader, finds the
bottom falling out of her world when
a reading reveals her close friend
Marley has been murdered and she
becomes caught in the crossfire of a
threat she never saw coming.

An American in Scotland
by Lucy Connelly
F Connelly
New to small-town Scotland, Dr.
Emilia McRoy continually butts
heads with the local constable.
When she stumbles across a dead
body, it goes missing before she can
even begin the autopsy.

Those Empty Eyes
by Charlie Donlea
F Donlea
Ten years after the massacre of her
family, legal investigator Alex
Armstrong—still searching for
answers—finds, while helping a man
under suspicion, connections to the
murder of her own family.

A Cryptic Clue
by Victoria Gilbert
F Gilbert
A retired librarian is hired by a
collector who needs an archivist for
his huge compendium of rare books
where she discovers the dead body
of her new employer's ex-girlfriend.

The Benevolent Society of
Ill-Mannered Ladies
by Alison Goodman
F Goodman
After rescuing a woman from her
violent husband, Lady Augusta
Colebrook and her twin sister Julia
return to London, where they set out
to secretly help others in need.

Bad, Bad Seymour Brown
by Susan Isaacs
F Isaacs
Corie Geller and her retired NYPD
detective father investigate after the
only surviving victim of a cold-case
arson experiences another attempt
on her life.

Now You See Us
by Balli Kaur Jaswal
F Jaswal
Three Filipina domestic workers use
their moxie and insight to piece
together what really happened
when a Filipina maid is arrested for
murdering her female employer.

An Honest Man
by Michael Koryta
F Koryta
A man who gained infamy after
murdering his own father ten years
prior discovers seven murdered men
on his yacht.

Just Another Missing
Person
by Gillian McAllister
F McAllister
While investigating Oliva's
disappearance, detective Julia
discovers she must frame somebody
for Olivia's murder to save her
own family.

Murder Book
by Thomas Perry
F Perry
Ex-cop Harry Duncan is called in to
investigate a sudden crime wave in
several small midwestern towns,
pitting him personally against a
violent syndicate as he builds
his case.
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